
Extraordinary solutions.

You create them.

Not houses but homes of distinction.

Commercial buildings that are anything

but commercial. Events that are antici-

pated rather than simply attended. Each

carries your signature, your brand.

Until now as a builder or event planner you

have had few temporary site security

choices. Finally there is a solution that

adds more than security. One that makes a

first impression that is…

First Impressions…

worthy of your project.

V-Squared™ Panel
Temporary Site Security Systems



V-Squared Panels nest together greatly simplifying transportation and storage.

Minimizing these costs make centralized sophisticated manufacturing viable

resulting in consistent and superior quality.

Because V-Squared Panels are easier to handle, they install faster, enabling

crews to better meet critical installation requirements and respond to

tight deadlines. 

The all welded and galvanized construction of V-Squared eliminates

snagging, loose fabric, and sloppy or less secure connections common

with traditional panels. 

Construction site theft is at all time highs. The V-Squared Panel’s welded 

2 3/8" mesh and periodic heavy four-gauge wire design makes it much

more difficult to cut through.

Panels provide the flexibility to remove or relocate sections of fence permit-

ting temporary access to efficiently move equipment or access easements. 

V-Squared’s easy handling design makes it that much simpler.

The look of the V-Squared Panel makes an upscale statement with a

clean updated look your clients or guests will notice. 

The V-Squared system offers these advantages and more, yet remains very

affordable. Contact your dealer to find out more.
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“The event organizers were delighted
with the way the fence turned out.”

“…My customer loved the look 
of the fence.”
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Secure your next project with 
revolutionary V-Squared™ Panels.

Securing your construction or event site has become a necessity. 

Rental fence is the obvious choice and now that choice includes V-Squared. The efficient patent
pending design of V-Squared combines fresh clean styling and enhanced security with the 
convenience of a panel system. 

Your project isn’t ordinary…your fence doesn’t have to be either.


